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PREFACE TO FIRST EDITION
Moch,   ‘The Dreaming’, is a post primer   reader in the Burarra literacy programme.
Burarra is a language of Arnhem Land, Northern Territory, spoken by approximately 600 people 
living in the vicinity of Maningrida.
Moch was written and illustrated by Dudley Cooper of the Burarra language group during a Burarra 
teacher training workshop held at Maningrida by the NT Department of Education with members of 
the Summer Institute of Linguistics in 1975.
This project was supported by a grant from the Australian Government made under the Innovations 
Programme of the Schools Commission.
The views expressed here do not necessarily represent the views of the Schools Commission. 
4Burarra Pronunciation Guide
A as in English father or Burarra ma ‘get it’
B as in English boy or Burarra boy ‘go’
Ch close to English ch as in much or t as in tune or Burarra moch ‘dreaming’
D as in English door or Burarra delapa ‘small child’
E as in English pet or the a in pat or Burarra wengga ‘speak’
G as in English gate or Burarra gama ‘woman’
I as in English pit or Burarra mingka ‘sandfly’
J as in English j as in June or t as in tune or Burarra jurra ‘paper’
K as in English make or Burarra mak ‘letter stick’
L as in English wall or Burarra bala ‘house’
M as in English mother or Burarra ma ‘get it’
N as in English win or Burarra wana ‘big’
NG as in English sing or Burarra galang ‘hook’ and nguparr ‘cloud’
Ny as in English ni in onion or Burarra anya ‘father’
O as in English pot or Burarra bol ‘fire
P as in English open or Burarra gapal ‘country’
R as in English run or Burarra ran-gu ‘moon’
Rd as in American English warder or Burarra wardawarda ‘spearshaft’
Rl as in American English girl or Burarra warla ‘brother’
Rn as in American English warn or Burarra mern ‘cold’
Rr as Scottish ‘rolled r’ or Burarra rrawa ‘camp
Rt as in American English fort or Burarra wartunga ‘dog’
T as in English water or Burarra gata ‘morning star’
U as in English put or Burarra mun-durn ‘rope’
W as in Enlgish win or Burarra wana ‘big’
Y as in Enlgish yes or Burarra yorr ‘rain’
-	 marks	the	division	of	stem	and	prefix,	and	stress	occurs	on	the	first	syllable	of	the	root.
. separates n from g where they occur together, distinguishing this cluster from the  
digraph ng,e.g. ran-gu ‘moon’
6Wola mu-guya gun-guwarr nipa 
jarra gala burdak bala 
gu-jirrarna.

8Aburr-bamuna mu-lipalipa.  
Jimarna bamara gubi-nana, 
wurra jin-gata moch wana 
jin-babalapa.
An-ngardapa a-wena burrwa.  

10
A-yinagata burrwa, “A-lay, 
ngunyuna burdak bugula marrka 
ngubu-bay rrapa balaja.”
“Aya,” birripa aburr-wena. 

12
“Aya,” birripa aburr-wena. 
Lika bol burr-guta gubu-menga 
aburr-bona. Balaja lika  
mu-rronga m-bona. Lika  
mbi-barra aburr-bona.
Bol gu-rronga gu-bona, lika nipa 

14
moch jiny-jaliyana jin-donga 




Bunggawa burrwa a-wena, “A-lay, 
jin-guna moch ngubi-yalpuna!” 
Lika birripa aburr-gonyjinga 
aburr-bona. Jurdach waypa 
lipalipa mbi-menga.
Mbi-menga, wurra mu-rrumurra 

18
burrwa. Lika aburr-guybuna 






Page 4 This happened long ago in the old days when there were no houses yet.
 6 They were going along in a canoe. They thought they had come to an island, but it was a very big dreaming.
 8 One of the men spoke. He said, “Hey, wait. Let’s try to drink water and eat here.”
	 10	 “All	right,”	they	said.	Then	they	got	firewood	and	everything.	The	food	cooked,	and	then	they	ate.
	 12	 The	fire	went	on	burning,	and	the	dreaming	felt	that	she	was	burning.	Slowly	she	began	to	move.	 
	 	 Their	boss	said,	“Hey,	this	one	we	built	our	fire	on	is	a	dreaming!”	Then	they	screamed.
 14 Finally they got the canoe.
 16 They got the canoe, but she broke it. Then they sank, and the dreaming went down under, too.
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This work is from the Living Archive of Aboriginal Languages www.cdu.edu.au/laal.  
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